Abstract-In this paper, we propose distributed algorithms referred to as Resource-Aware Dynamic Incremental Scheduling (RADIS) strategies. Our strategies are specifically designed to handle large volumes of computationally intensive arbitrarily divisible loads submitted for processing at cluster/grid systems involving multiple sources and sinks (processing nodes). We consider a real-life scenario, wherein the buffer space (memory) available at the sinks (required for holding and processing the loads) varies over time, and the loads have deadlines and propose efficient "pull-based" scheduling strategies with an admission control policy that ensures that the admitted loads are processed, satisfying their deadline requirements. The design of our proposed strategies adopts the divisible load paradigm, referred to as the divisible load theory (DLT), which is shown to be efficient in handling large volume loads. We demonstrate detailed workings of the proposed algorithms via a simulation study by using real-life parameters obtained from a major physics experiment.
INTRODUCTION
S CHEDULING in grid systems is a challenging task, as it involves coordinating multiple computational sites for resource sharing and scheduling in an efficient manner. These systems are exclusively meant for handling large volumes of computational loads such as data generated in the high-energy nuclear physics experiments [10] , bioinformatics [11] , astronomical computations, etc. These applications demand new strategies for collecting, sharing, transferring, and analyzing the data. This relatively new era of computing, referred to as grid computing [19] , expands collaborations and intense data analysis, coupled with increasing computational and networking capabilities.
In general, a grid computing environment is comprised of large groups of diverse geographically distributed resources (clusters) that are collected into a virtual computer for high-performance computation. Grid computing creates middleware and standards to function between these computers and networks. It allows full resource sharing among individuals, research institutes, and corporate organizations. It dynamically allocates the idle computing capability to the needed users at remote sites. The large number and diverse nature of these computing resources and their users pose a significant challenge to efficiently schedule the loads and utilize the resources. The motivation for our work stems from the challenges in managing and utilizing computing resources in grids as efficiently as possible. To date, there has been little or no work on resource-aware distributed dynamic scheduling of largevolume divisible loads with deadline requirements on a cluster node in a grid environment.
In this work, we propose Resource-Aware Dynamic Incremental Scheduling (RADIS) strategies for situations wherein processing for several divisible (partitionable) loads need to be completed within their respective deadline requirements, while the processing nodes have finite capacity constraints. Divisible loads are a class of loads that require homogeneous processing and can be partitioned into arbitrary smaller fractions [12] . These load portions, which bear no dependence relationships among themselves, can then be assigned to individual nodes for processing. We provide a detailed analysis of our algorithms and demonstrate their performance by using a simulation study, with real-life parameters derived from high-energy nuclear physics experiments discussed in [10] . The analytical flexibility offered by the divisible load theory (DLT) is thoroughly exploited to design resource-conscious algorithms that make the best use of the available resources in a cluster. We employ both interleaving and noninterleaving techniques to process tasks (jobs) that are admitted into the system and discuss their usefulness. Our systematic design clearly elicits the advantages offered by our strategies. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide the research background and related work for grid and cluster scheduling and DLT. In Section 3, we formalize the multisource and multisink problem at a cluster node in a grid system. In Section 4, we discuss our scheduling strategies. In Section 5, we discuss the performance of our algorithms and their workings and highlight their advantages with a simulation study. In Section 6, we provide the conclusions.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we present some of the works that are relevant to the problem addressed in this paper. For divisible loads, research since 1988 has established that optimal allocation/scheduling of a divisible load to processors and links can be solved through the use of a very tractable linear model formulation, referred to as DLT. The contributions in [23] , [24] looked at the problem of seeking optimal solutions for scheduling "large-grained" computations on loosely coupled processor systems. The study by Agrawal and Jagadish [23] focused on single-level tree architecture, whereas the one by Cheng and Robertazzi [24] considered daisy-chained systems. DLT is rich in such features as easy computation, a schematic language, equivalent network element modeling, results for infinitesized networks, and numerous applications. This linear theory formulation opens up attractive modeling possibilities for systems incorporating communication and computation issues, as in parallel, distributed, and grid computing. Here, the optimality, involving solution time and speedup, is defined in the context of a specific scheduling policy and interconnection topology. The linear model formulation usually produces optimal solutions through linear equation solutions. In simpler models, recursive algebra also produces optimal solutions. The model can take into account heterogeneous processor and link speeds, as well as relative computation and communication intensity.
DLT can model a wide variety of approaches with respect to load distribution (sequential or concurrent), communications (store and forward and virtual cut-through switching), and hardware availability (the presence or absence of front-end processors). Front-end processors allow a processor to both communicate and compute simultaneously by assuming communication duties. In addition to the monograph [22] , a survey on the results until 2003 has been published in [12] . DLT has been proven to be remarkably flexible. The DLT model allows analytical tractability to derive a rich set of results regarding several important properties of the proposed strategies and to analyze their performance. DLT also offers an exciting opportunity to optimally schedule multiple divisible loads in grid computing. The usefulness of DLT in terms of its applicability is demonstrated in several real-life applications, for example, parallel video encoding [3] , image processing [14] , large matrix computations [15] , and database applications [17] , [18] .
Moges et al. [7] studied divisible load scheduling strategy, with communication delays and two source nodes. Kim [13] has proposed a mathematical model in which simultaneous communication to several nodes is carried out. This model suits a cluster node in our grid system infrastructure. A very directly relevant material to the problem addressed in our paper is in [10] , where Wong et al. use an incremental recursive strategy (modified incremental balancing strategy (IBS) algorithm) for offline scheduling of multiple loads in a grid environment. Recently, memory-constrained problem formulations for grid systems are also considered. Wu and Sun [8] studied memory-conscious task scheduling for grid systems. Kim and Weissman [9] presented a genetic algorithm approach for decomposable data processing on largescale data grids. Marchal et al. [4] considered scheduling divisible loads for generic large-scale platforms. Another study that may be useful in the cluster systems context is of Ghose et al. [2] , wherein time varying speeds of links and processors in the network are considered in the modeling to evolve an adaptive load distribution strategy. Beaumont et al. [5] discussed some open-ended problems and issues pertaining to divisible load scheduling. We refer astute readers to the papers mentioned above for an up-to-date look at the literature related to the problem addressed in this paper.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
A generic grid computing system infrastructure considered here comprises a network of supercomputers and/or a cluster of computers connected by local area networks, as shown in Fig. 1a , having different computational and communication capabilities. We consider the problem of scheduling large-volume loads (divisible loads) within a cluster system, which is part of a grid infrastructure. We envisage this cluster system as a cluster node comprising a set of computing nodes. Communication is assumed to be predominant between such cluster nodes and is assumed to be negligible within a cluster node. The underlying computing system within a cluster can be modeled as a fully connected bipartite graph comprising sources, which have computationally intensive loads to be processed (very many operations are performed on them) and computing elements, called sinks, for processing loads (data), as shown in Fig. 1b . This represents the fact that each source can schedule its load on all the sinks.
In real-life situations, one of the practical constraints is satisfying the deadline requirements of the loads (arriving in real time from multiple source nodes) to be processed while taking into account the availability of the buffer (memory) resources at the sink nodes, since the memory available at the processing nodes to store the received load and process them is limited. We consider these combined influences in our proposed algorithm. We employ a "pullbased" approach in the design of our scheduling strategy, wherein the sinks schedule the competing sources, depending on the availability of the resources for processing. Now, we shall formally define the problem that we address. We consider a cluster node in a grid system, comprising N source nodes denoted as S 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S N and M sink nodes denoted as K 1 ; K 2 ; . . . ; K M . Each source S i has a load L i to be processed. In our model, a master node is assumed to coordinate the activities within a cluster. The master node estimates the load distribution and does admission control for the sources. We refer to this master node simply as a coordinator node (CN), and without loss of generality, we assume that any node within a cluster can be elected as the CN based on leader election algorithms [20] .
As shown in Fig. 1b , there are direct links (which may be virtual) from all source and sink nodes to CN. In this paper, we adopt a simultaneous load distribution model, as proposed in [21] , in which all sources (sinks) can send (receive) load fractions to all the sinks (from all the sources) simultaneously. Also, following Kim's model [13] , we assume that the communication time delay is negligibly smaller than the computation time, owing to high-speed links within a cluster node, so that no sink starves for load and that all sinks could start computing as they receive the loads from the sources.
The objective of this study is to schedule and process the loads among M sink nodes, rendering finite buffer capacities such that their processing time, defined as the time instant when all the M sinks have completed processing the loads is a minimum. As with real-life situations, we consider the availability of buffer space as a time-varying quantity in our formulation. Also, our objective is to minimize the scheduling-related communication overheads in the system. The CN obtains the information about the available memory capacities and computing speeds from the sinks, as well as the size and deadline requirements of the loads from the sources. The CN then computes the parameters required by the sinks for scheduling and broadcasts them to all of the sinks. The sink nodes determine the amount of load fractions to be received from the source nodes based on the scheduling parameters received from the CN. Thus, in this study, all the proposed schemes are distributed scheduling strategies. The sources, upon receiving the requests from the sinks, shall send their load to all sinks concurrently.
Our RADIS strategies proposed in this paper are a generalization of the modified IBS algorithm [10] , tuned to consider dynamic arrival of loads with deadline constraints. We also propose admissibility criteria to handle such dynamic loads. We now present the list of notations, definitions, and terminology that will be used throughout the paper:
. i;j : amount of load that sink K j shall request from source S i in an iteration. . j : fraction of the total load L that sink K j shall consider in an iteration. . B . X now ðX later Þ: set of sources that are being processed in an iteration (which shall be processed in a later iteration). . Y : fraction of the load L that should be taken into consideration in an iteration of installment, where Y 1. . z i;j : inverse of the link speed of the link l i;j between source S i and sink K j . . Z now : set of sources that are being considered during the admissibility testing.
RADIS STRATEGIES
We now describe our RADIS strategies. In all of our strategies, we assume that the CN computes the parameters required by the sink nodes to determine a schedule satisfying the resource constraints.
In the DLT literature [12] , it was mentioned that for an optimal scheduling solution, it is necessary and sufficient that all the sinks that participate in the computation stops at the same time instant; else, the loads could be redistributed to improve the processing time. The optimality principle stated in the DLT literature was used, and the load fractions that a sink K j shall receive from the source S i was derived in the modified IBS algorithm [10] for systems with prespecified buffer constraints.
The modified IBS algorithm recursively invokes the IBS algorithm [16] and employs a "push-based" strategy. In this scheme, a source node identifies potential sinks (with knowledge about the available resources at the sinks), computes the schedule, and communicates it to other source nodes. Upon receiving this schedule information, all the source nodes send their load portions to the respective sink nodes. Although this algorithm recursively attempts to fill up the buffer space of one or more sinks at every iteration, it is basically an offline algorithm. In this scheme, when a sink's buffer is completely filled up, that sink is not considered for scheduling in the subsequent iterations.
The modified IBS algorithm produces an optimal solution and exhibits finite convergence. However, it does not consider real-life situations, where the buffer capacities at sink nodes vary over time, and the loads to be processed may arrive at arbitrary times to the system. We consider three different scheduling strategies for such dynamic environments, depending on how the set of loads will be processed. All our strategies work in an incremental fashion, consuming several iterations for scheduling the loads. Each iteration refers to a time period in which a set of sinks is to be scheduled for processing the loads by the CN. Our first strategy utilizes the Earliest Deadlines First (EDF) Scheme, wherein among the sources that are admitted into the system, the sources with the earliest deadlines are considered for processing in every iteration. In the second strategy, termed as the Progressive Scheme, we process the loads from the sources that are at the risk of missing their deadlines in every iteration. In the third strategy, termed as the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme, all the sources that were admitted into the system are scheduled for processing in every iteration.
Below, we will describe the workings of our scheduler in the coordinator and sink nodes designed for our strategies in a systematic fashion. The flowcharts shown in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 describe the workings of the CN, the admission control procedure, and the sink nodes, respectively. The pseudocodes for RADIS are made available to the readers on the CS Digital Library (http://www.computer.org/ tpds/archives.htm).
In our strategies, in every iteration, after the admissibility testing for the newly arrived sources, the scheduler at the CN first determines the loads to be scheduled and the sinks that will participate. Based on the estimated buffer availabilities at the sink nodes, the CN computes an estimate of the amount of load to be scheduled at a sink node and the finish time for the next iteration. It then broadcasts this schedule information to all the sink nodes. A sink node, upon receiving this information, will wait for the current iteration to be completed and determines the actual buffer availability for the next iteration. Based on the estimate received from the CN and its actual buffer availability, it computes the amount of load that it can process in the next iteration and requests that amount of load from the respective sources. It also communicates the difference between the estimated and the actual amounts of load to the CN.
We shall first consider handling the time-varying buffer availabilities at the sink nodes and then the dynamic arrival of loads. For dynamic environments, a feasible schedule may not exist, unless the sink nodes allow their available buffers to be reused after a given load is processed. Hence, we assume that the sink nodes allow their available buffer spaces to be reused after the processing is completed in an iteration so as to enable the scheduling of more amounts of loads, employ the modified IBS algorithm [10] in every iteration, and incrementally process the loads. Our scheduling strategies take into account that the buffer space variations may not be known a priori. In our strategies, the sinks estimate the amount of buffer space that they could offer for scheduling in the next iteration, as described later in Section 4.1, and communicate it to the CN. With this information, the CN determines the participating sink nodes for the next iteration and computes the required parameters to schedule the loads in an incremental fashion, satisfying the resource constraints as follows.
The timing diagram shown in Fig. 2 represents the communication and computation times of the sources and sinks within a cluster system in an iteration, with the x-axis representing the time. Assuming the buffer availability at a sink node in an iteration, say q, as B ðqÞ j and the load fraction that a sink shall request is proportional to the size of the load at the sources, the fraction of the total load to be taken into consideration in that iteration for optimal processing, denoted as Y , shall be computed as 
where Y 1 and
The optimal processing time for all the participating sink nodes at that iteration is given by
It may be noted that the expression for the load fractions the previous iteration. Then, if at a sink, the actual buffer availability is not sufficient to accommodate the estimated amount of load, that sink node computes the load fractions to be requested from the source nodes as
If the buffer availability at a sink node is more or enough to accommodate the estimated load fraction, then the sink node computes the load fraction to be requested from the source node S i in the iteration q as
The sink nodes communicate to the CN the difference between the amount of load that they estimated to process and the actual amount of load that they are processing. All the sinks request these load fractions from the sources and process them. Following our model described in Section 3, all the sinks start computing the load fractions as they start receiving them from the sources.
The CN receives the information on the difference between the amount of load estimated to be processed and the actual amount of load processed at the participating sink nodes, computes the remaining amount of load in the system, and waits till the processing is completed by all the sink nodes for that iteration. It may be noted that since buffer availability is a function of time, the guarantees given to the sources (to complete the processing within their deadlines) may be met only when the buffer estimation strategy utilized is conservative.
In RADIS, the total load processed in the iteration q is given by
Hence, the time taken to process a unit load in that iteration is given by
RADIS attempts to completely fill at least one of the sinks' buffers in every iteration, depending on the processing speed and the size of the buffer available at the sinks. Since, in our strategy, all the sinks are forced to stop processing at the same time, the product of the buffer utilization and the inverse of the computing speed for each sink node will be the same. From this, the maximum buffer utilization or, in other words, the total load that could be processed at each sink in an iteration could be derived as
In (8), the "argmin" term identifies a sink whose buffer is completely filled. The buffer utilization at other sink nodes and, hence, the total amount of buffer utilized for the optimal processing by the system or, in other words, the total load that could be processed by the system in an iteration could be computed as
Substituting (3), (8) , and (9) into (7), the time taken to process a unit load is given by
Hence, the estimated time taken to process the loads in the system is given byT
Thus, the time taken to process the loads from the sources that are being considered are estimated in RADIS strategies. Now, we shall discuss how our strategies consider the dynamic arrival of loads. In RADIS, at the start of every iteration, the CN checks the feasibility for admitting new sources (based on their deadline requirements and priorities), if there are any, and decides on the set of sources to be scheduled in that iteration. The admission criteria for the sources vary for different RADIS schemes, and they are discussed in Section 4.2. The set of loads that are scheduled in an iteration also depends on the chosen scheme of the scheduler: sources with the earliest deadlines are chosen in the case of the EDF Scheduling Scheme, all the sources that are admitted into the system are chosen in the case of the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme, and the set of sources that needs to be scheduled so as to meet the deadline requirements is chosen in the case of the Progressive Scheduling Scheme.
While determining the set of sources to be scheduled in the case of the Progressive Scheme, there are three possibilities, and the actions taken under such situations are as follows:
1. The deadline requirements for all the sources considered are later thanT . Under this condition, the deadline requirements of all the sources in the system could be satisfied. Hence, the set of sources that were considered previously is scheduled. 2. The deadline requirements for all the sources considered are earlier thanT . Under this condition, there is a chance that the deadline requirements of a set of sources that were considered previously may not be satisfied. Hence, those sources are scheduled immediately. 3. The deadline requirements for some of the sources are earlier, and some are later thanT . Under this condition, we reiterate considering those sources whose deadlines are earlier thanT . The new set of loads and the unprocessed loads from the existing sources are considered together for scheduling at the start of every iteration. This process is continued until all the loads are processed.
Buffer Estimation Strategy
We propose a distributed buffer estimation strategy based on the weighted average calculations of the buffer availability in the previous "s" iterations. The weights for computing the estimates are based on the iteration indices until the current iteration. Our estimation algorithm shall be executed at all sink nodes. A sink node, after estimating the buffer space to render in the next iteration, shall communicate it to the CN so that it could determine the scheduling parameters required for the sink nodes.
For estimating the buffer availability in a sink, each sink K j needs to keep track of the actual buffer sizes B j from its previous "s" iterations. In an iteration q, each sink node shall estimate the buffer size that will be available for the next iteration ðq þ 1Þ aŝ 
and declare it to the CN. In (12), p is the probability that the estimated buffer size will be available at a sink at the next iteration. The value of p can be chosen based on the confidence level of the buffer estimator. For practical purposes, we shall assume that p equals 0.95. This guarantees that the expected buffer sizes will be available at the sinks, with a confidence level of 95 percent, for the next iteration.
Admission Control Strategy
In RADIS, in every iteration, if there are new sources, then the CN considers them in their priority order. It then requests the sink nodes to estimate their buffer availabilities until the farthest deadline requirement time of all the sources that were accepted earlier and also the new source that is being considered. The sinks estimate their buffer availability by calculating the time average of their historical data asB
where t req ¼ðmaxfT di gÀT Þ, ðT À t req Þ ! 0, and maxfT di g is the farthest deadline requirement time of all the sources. The estimation requests could be further minimized if the CN requests the sink nodes to estimate the buffer variations, taking into consideration the deadline requirements of all the new sources in every iteration. This approach has an inherent advantage of minimizing the communication required for estimating the buffer for admissibility testing, especially when the source arrival rates are higher.
In the case of the EDF Scheme, the algorithm checks the deadline requirement of all the sources that were admitted earlier and also the new source against the processing time required to process them, considering the sources with the earliest deadlines. The process is repeated until the deadline requirements of all of the sources are found to be satisfied, in which case the new source shall be admitted, or the deadline requirement of some of the sources is violated, in which case the new source shall not be admitted into the system. In the case of the Progressive Scheme, during the admissibility testing for a new source, there are three possibilities, and different actions are taken under such situations. They are as follows:
1. The deadline requirements for all the sources considered are later thanT . Under this condition, the new source that is considered shall be admitted. 2. The deadline requirements for all the sources considered are earlier thanT . Under this condition, the new source that is considered shall not be admitted. Note that the priority of a source could depend on its processing requirements. 3. The deadline requirements for some of the sources are earlier and some are later thanT . Under this condition, we reiterate considering only those sources whose deadlines are earlier thanT . In the case of the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme, if the deadline requirement of all the sources that were admitted earlier and also the new source could be satisfied when they all are scheduled together in every iteration, then the new source shall be admitted; otherwise, the new source shall not be admitted into the system.
The proposed admissibility criteria, together with the conservative buffer estimation strategy, guarantees that the deadlines for all the loads that are accepted will always be satisfied. It may be noted that in RADIS, the priorities of the sources are used only to resolve conflicts that may arise while admitting multiple sources. If multiple sources have identical priorities set, then schemes such as first in, first out (FIFO) or other possible heuristics can be adopted to resolve the conflict.
The interleaving scheduling strategy of RADIS works in a style contrary to most of the conventional schedulers, which use priority as the criterion for scheduling the loads. In this scheme, some of the sources that are processed in an iteration could be suspended, and some other sources could be scheduled in the following iteration so as to satisfy the deadline requirements of the admitted sources. A simulation study presented in Section 5 clarifies the workings of RADIS and all the schemes mentioned above in detail.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we shall describe our experimental platform and list certain parameters that influence the performance of the methodologies. As a grid computing environment is envisaged as a large-scale system, in our study, we simulated 64, 128, and 256-node (sink) systems. The computing intensity constant ðT cp Þ and sink speed 1 w j parameters are derived from the Solenoidal Tracker at Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider experiments conducted at Brookhaven National Laboratory [10] . The speed parameter is assigned to the sink nodes based on the uniform probability distribution.
In our study, the buffer availabilities at the sinks are allowed to vary randomly over time (referred to as the Time Varying Buffer (TVB) scenario), and we also observe the best case performance when the buffer sizes are time invariant (referred to as the Time Invariant Buffer (TIB) scenario). The TIB scenario results are important, as they provide the upper bounds for the performance of the strategies. Also, all possible variations (for the priority of loads and available buffer sizes), ranging from small to large fluctuations, and the frequency of the buffer availability fluctuations are captured. These are varied randomly by following the uniform probability distributions, whereas the load arrival rates follow the Poisson distribution. In our simulations, we consider three different sets of loads. Set 1 consists of 10 percent type-I and 90 percent type-II load sizes (see Table 1 ). Set 2 consists of 50 percent type-I and 50 percent type-II load sizes. Set 3 consists of 90 percent type-I and 10 percent type-II load sizes. All the above-mentioned simulation parameters and their respective ranges are given in Table 1 .
In our experiments, the number of sinks participating in every iteration is also allowed to vary, simulating the nodes leaving the system or participating in the computation in a random fashion. Thus, we attempt to capture the behavior of the strategies close to a real-life environment. Further, our schemes guarantee that the deadlines for all the loads that are accepted will be satisfied, since in our experiments, the buffer sizes follow the uniform probability distribution, and our schemes utilize the time-averaged buffer estimation strategy for admissibility testing.
Metrics of Interest
We consider the following performance metrics, which are of direct relevance to this study. The number of loads accepted in the TVB scenario ðÈÞ has a higher significance, since one of our aims is to maximize the number of loads that are accepted. We also define the acceptance ratio ðÞ and the ratio of acceptance ratios ðÞ as
¼
Number of loads accepted Number of loads arrived ;
where T V B and T IB are the acceptance ratios of the TVB and TIB scenarios, respectively. Second, for the TVB scenario, we define a metric ðÞ that quantifies the throughput of the system as ¼ Number of loads processed Number of loads accepted :
Finally, we define the average buffer utilization in an iteration at a sink node ðÞ and the ratio of the average buffer utilization ðÞ as 
where q is the number of iterations that the sink node has participated, and T V B and T IB are the average buffer utilization in an iteration at a sink node in the TVB and TIB scenarios, respectively.
Discussion of the Results
Fig . 6 shows the behavior of È, T V B , , , and when we employ RADIS in a system with 64 sinks with respect to the load arrival rates for two different deadline types, as given in Table 1 . Though we simulated 64, 128, and 256-node (sink) systems, since all our strategies exhibited identical behavior in terms of trends for all the performance metric considered, we have presented here only the results for the 64-node system. In Fig. 6 , we denote the Progressive Scheme with load sets 1, 2, and 3 as P S1, P S2, and P S3, respectively, the EDF Scheme with load sets 1, 2, and 3 as ES1, ES2, and ES3, respectively, and the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme with load sets 1, 2, and 3 as NS1, NS2, and NS3, respectively. In Fig. 6 , it is observed that at low arrival rates (less than 0.006), there is little difference in È for the various scheduling schemes. As the arrival rate increases, irrespective of the scheduling schemes and the deadline type of the loads, the number of loads accepted for load set 3 is higher than that for load set 2, which, in turn, is higher than that for load set 1. It is also interesting to observe that a better performance is shown by the Progressive Scheduling Scheme in the case of loads with type-I deadlines, and by the EDF Scheduling Scheme for the loads with type-II deadlines. Also, the performance improvement at higher arrival rates for loads with type-II deadlines is significantly higher for the EDF scheme when compared with other schemes. However, the improvement is of less significance for arrival rates higher than 0.3, since the T V B is closer to 0 at these rates (see the plot of T V B in Fig. 6 ).
Initially, all the arriving loads get accepted by the system (the acceptance ratio is close to 1), and as the arrival rate increases further, it starts falling steeply (the zone represented as "A" in the plot of T V B in Fig. 6 ). This is due to the fact that the scheduler can no longer continue to accept the newly arrived loads, unless the deadline requirements of the already accepted loads, together with the new load being considered, could be satisfied. Hence, the admissibility testing starts rejecting some of the newly arrived loads. As the arrival rate further increases, the acceptance ratio T V B moves closer to 0.
Based on the plot of in Fig. 6 , it is observed that at arrival rates lower than 0.03, for all load sets and deadline types, is almost similar for both the EDF and Progressive Schemes of RADIS because the acceptance ratios ðÞ of these schemes are almost identical. At these arrival rates, for loads with type-I deadlines, these values are higher than that for the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme. At higher arrival rates, for all load sets with type-I deadlines, tends to saturate close to a value of 0.6 for the EDF and Noninterleaved schemes and about 0.4-0.5 for the Progressive Scheme. For all load sets with type-II deadlines, tends to saturate close to a value of 0.65 for the EDF Scheme, 0.5 for the Noninterleaved Scheme, and around 0.3-0.4 for the Progressive Scheme.
It is also observed that the system throughput value is closer to 1 for loads with type-I deadline requirements, irrespective of the load arrival rates, whereas it decreases with increasing arrival rates for loads with type-II deadline requirements for all the load sets and schemes. In the case of the EDF Scheme, though the system throughput decreases with the increase in load arrival rates for loads with type-II deadlines, it is seen to be more robust, since the variations in the system throughput are less as compared with other schemes (refer to the plot of in Fig. 6 ).
The plot of in Fig. 6 shows that at arrival rates lower than 0.03, for both type-I and type-II deadline requirements of the loads, the average buffer utilization for all the schemes are almost identical, the utilization of load set 1 is higher than that of load set 2, and the utilization of load set 2 is higher than that of load set 3. For arrival rates higher than 0.03, for both deadline types and all the load sets, the utilization saturates at a value of around 0.8 in the case of both the EDF and Noninterleaved Scheduling Schemes. In the case of the Progressive Scheme, the trend reverses, then, the utilization of load set 3 becomes higher than that of load set 2, and the utilization of load set 2 becomes higher than that of load set 1, and the values saturate between 0.85 and 0.95 at higher arrival rates.
It is to be noted that at arrival rates lower than 0.006, the number of loads accepted for all the schemes are almost the same, and at higher arrival rates, although the acceptance ratios of all the schemes are almost similar, for loads with type-I deadlines, the average buffer utilization is higher, and the number of loads that are accepted are also higher in the case of the Progressive Scheme, whereas for loads with type-II deadlines, the average buffer utilization is lower, and the number of loads that are accepted are higher in the case of the EDF Scheme. The implementation of the Noninterleaved Scheduler is simpler than other schemes.
In an actual system, we propose to have a decisionmaking mechanism that monitors the load arrival patterns and their deadline requirement at the CN and dynamically choose the appropriate scheduling scheme. Hence, irrespective of the type of loads and their deadline requirements, when the load arrival rate is lower, we propose to utilize the Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme. When the load arrival rate increases further, depending upon the type of deadline requirements of the loads, we propose to utilize either the Progressive or the EDF Scheduling Schemes. However, when the load arrival rate is higher than 0.3, we propose to utilize the simpler Noninterleaved Scheduling Scheme, since the acceptance ratio ð T V B Þ is closer to 0. Thus, all the proposed schemes are very useful for real-life systems.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed distributed scheduling strategies for processing multiple divisible loads on grid systems. As in real-life situations, we have considered the dynamic arrival of loads, the buffer capacity constraints at the sink nodes, and the deadline requirement of the loads to be processed. We have proposed three schemes of RADIS and have rigorously analyzed and evaluated their performance. In our simulations, for all the schemes, the number of sinks that participate in the processing in an iteration are allowed to vary, which is reflective of real-life situations. The impact of load sizes, load deadlines, and buffer size variations are also captured in our simulation study.
In the schemes proposed in this paper, the CN performs the admissibility test, determines the loads to be processed and the sinks that participate in an iteration, computes the scheduling parameters required for the sink nodes for determining the schedule, and communicates them to the sink nodes. The sink nodes perform the buffer estimation, estimate the amount of load fractions to be processed based on the scheduling parameters received from the CN, determine the amount of load fractions to be requested from the source nodes based on the actual buffer availability at the start of an iteration, and communicate the difference between the estimated and the actual amounts of load processed in an iteration to the CN. The sink nodes also request and process the amount of load fractions thus determined. In our schemes, the scheduling is done in a distributed manner (the load fractions are computed at the sink nodes), and only ð4 þ rÞ variables (where r is the number of sources that are scheduled in an iteration) are communicated from the CN to the sink nodes. Hence, the effectiveness of our schemes is more pronounced in larger systems.
The strategies shown here are explicitly designed for a group of computing nodes within a cluster node, which is part of a grid infrastructure. The proposed strategies can be tuned to work across several cluster nodes by considering communication delays. One of the ways on how the strategies could be tuned follows the work presented in [6] for Ethernet networks. Another limitation in our schemes is the single-point admissibility testing performed by the CN. However, one could implement a distributed approach by using leader-election-like algorithms [20] to make it more fault tolerant.
We infer and observe the following based on our work presented in this paper:
. The DLT paradigm has been proven to be a valid tool for handling large-scale computational loads on cluster/grid systems. . Though our algorithm is shown to provide the best effort schedules, the underestimation of buffer availability enables our scheme not to miss the deadlines for the accepted loads. . All the proposed scheduling strategies are scalable, are relevant in real-life situations, and are shown to be useful under different scenarios. . In grid systems, with high-speed links, concurrent communication in different links is certainly a viable model for handling large-scale computational loads such as the one addressed in this paper. However, when the underlying grid system has slower links, for handling multiple loads, alternative models with nonzero communication delays, which are proposed using the DLT paradigm [1] , should be considered. . Although we have proposed a scheme for buffer estimation at sink nodes, it may be noted that the design of the buffer estimation strategy is a topic in itself, and other strategies such as the use of a fading memory could be "plugged into" the RADIS strategies. In supervising a very active research area, he has published extensively in the areas of parallel processor and grid scheduling, ad hoc radio networks, telecommunications network planning, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching, queuing, and Petri networks. He has authored, coauthored, or edited four books in the areas of performance evaluation, scheduling, and network planning. He is a fellow of the IEEE.
. For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
